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"We cast social psychology in the intellectual tradition of the liberal arts. By the teaching of
great literature, philosophy, and science, liberal arts education seeks to expand our awareness
and to liberate us from the confines of the present. By focusing on humanly significant issues,
we aim to offer social psychology's big ideas and findings to pre-professional psychology
students, and to do so in ways that stimulate all students. And with close-up looks at how the
game is played-at the varied research tools that reveal the workings of our social nature-we
hope to enable students to think smarter"-DIVFor Americans entering the twenty-first century, it is the best of times and the worst of
times. Material wealth is at record levels, yet disturbing social problems reflect a deep spiritual
poverty. In this compelling book, well-known social psychologist David G. Myers asks how this
paradox has come to be and, more important, how we can spark social renewal and dream a
new American dream. Myers explores the research on social ills from the 1960s through the
1990s and concludes that the materialism and radical individualism of this period have cost us
dearly, imperiling our children, corroding general civility, and diminishing our happiness.
However, in the voices of public figures and ordinary citizens he now hears a spirit of optimism.
The national dialogue is shifting—away from the expansion of personal rights and toward
enhancement of communal civility, away from efforts to raise self-esteem and toward attempts
to arouse social responsibility, away from “whose values?” and toward “our values.” Myers
analyzes in detail the research on educational and other programs that deal with social
problems, explaining which seem to work and why. He then offers positive and well-reasoned
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advice, suggesting that a renewed social ecology for America will rest on policies that balance
“me thinking” with “we thinking.”/div
With every carefully revised, meticulously updated edition, Psychology by David Myers and
Nathan DeWall continues to be the best-selling introductory psychology program. And students
don't just use it--they love it. How do we know? They tell us. Students regularly contact the
authors with feedback and appreciation for producing a text that is both enlightening and
engaging. With wit and humor, and through poignant personal stories, Drs. Myers and DeWall
lead you on an exciting journey through psychological science.
Social psychologist David G. Myers has reviewed thousands of recent scientific studies
conducted worldwide in search of the key to happiness. With wit and wisdom, he explodes
some of the popular myths on the subject and presents specific techniques for finding true joy
in living: Are most people happy? What are the inner traits of happy people? Are extroverts
happier than introverts? Are men happier than women? Does religious faith promote inner
peace and joy? Does well-being come with being well-off? Are happy children more likely to
become happy adults? What part do friends play in personal happiness? Is age a factor in
feeling happy? What can you do to improve your own sense of well-being? and much more
Reflecting your students and their world. How many of the students in your Social Psychology
course are Psychology majors? Business? Sociology? Education? In the 11th edition of Social
Psychology, David Myers once again weaves an inviting and compelling narrative that speaks
to ALL of your students regardless of background or intended major. And with Connect Social
Psychology and LearnSmart, students are able to create a personalized learning plan helping
them be more efficient and effective learners. With LearnSmart, students know what they know
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and master what they don't know and faculty are able to move to more in-depth classroom
discussions. Through examples and applications as well as marginal quotations from across
the breadth of the liberal arts and sciences, Myers draws students into the field of social
psychology. At the same time, Myers is also in tune with the ever-changing state of social
psychology research. Research Close-Up and Inside Story features throughout the book
provide deeper exposure to key research and researchers. Marginal quotations, examples and
applications throughout each chapter, and the concluding "Applying Social Psychology"
chapters all ensure that regardless of your students' interests and future plans, Social
Psychology will engage them. This 11th edition also features the contributions of Jean
Twenge, author of Generation Me and The Narcissism Epidemic, further bolstering the direct
connection to today's students.
Adopting a multicultural approach, this text guides readers in the study of social thinking, social
influence, and social relations. It emphasises social psychology's applications to both work and
life, and uses vignettes to emphasise the relevance of social psychology research.

Do you want your students to engage with and retain psychology's key principles, and
to work toward becoming better students and better people in the process? The
modular version of the best-selling Exploring Psychology offers creative ways to help
make it happen. The new edition of Exploring Psychology in Modules offers outstanding
currency on the research, practice, and teaching of psychology. Myers and DeWall
inspire students with fascinating findings and applications, effective new study tools and
technologies, and a compassionate and compelling storytelling voice. Their
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presentation is based on the same guiding principles that made David Myers the
world's bestselling introductory psychology author. Facilitate learning by teaching
critical thinking and helping students at every step. Present psychology as a science,
emphasizing the process of inquiry and putting facts in the service of concepts. Make
sure students come away with an appreciation of psychology's big ideas, and with a
deeper respect for humanity--what drives us, distinguishes us, unifies us.
Kassin/Fein/Markus' SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, 11th Edition, brings chapter concepts to
life through a unique emphasis on current events in sports, music, entertainment,
technology, social media, business, world politics and more. Combining scholarship
with real-world illustrations, it helps you understand the field of social psychology
through engaging connections to everyday life. Integrating both classic and emerging
research, the text delivers comprehensive coverage of social cognition and applications
to law, business, and health and well-being. In addition, author Hazel Rose Markus, a
respected researcher in the study of cultural psychology, integrates culture and
diversity topics into every chapter. Also available, the MindTap digital learning solution
powers you from memorization to mastery with videos, interactive assignments, notetaking tools, a text-to-speech app, a reader and much more.
This edition has been revised to introduce a more flexible structure for the teaching and
studying of social psychology and includes up-to-date, international research in the
area.
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In Brain Wars, acclaimed neuroscientist Mario Beauregard reveals compelling new
evidence set to provoke a major shift in our understanding of the mind-body debate:
research showing that the mind and consciousness are transmitted and filtered through
the brain—but are not generated by it. Following his boundary-breaking neuroscience
book The Spiritual Brain: A Neuroscientist’s Case for the Existence of the Soul,
coauthored with Denyse O’Leary, Brain Wars makes a powerful and provocative case
against the widely held view equating human beings to complex biological computers.
Like Jeffrey M. Schwartz, Beauregard believes that consciousness is more than simply
a physical process that takes place in the brain. And here, he presents the evidence to
prove it. Brain Wars will revolutionize the way we think about thinking forever.
Longtime Myers collaborator Richard Straub provides an updated study guide for the
new edition.
David Myers’ new partnership with coauthor C. Nathan DeWall matches two dedicated
educators and scholars, each passionate about teaching psychological science through
writing and interactive media. With this new edition of the #1 bestselling Psychology,
Myers and DeWall take full advantage of what an integrated text/media learning
combination can do. New features move students from reading the chapter to actively
learning online: How Would You Know puts students in the role of scientific researcher
and includes tutorials on key research design principles; Assess Your Strengths selftests help students learn a little more about themselves, and include tips about
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nurturing key strengths. These and other innovations rest on the same foundations that
have always distinguished a new David Myers edition—exhaustive updating (hundreds
of new citations), captivating writing, and the merging of rigorous science with a broad
human perspective that engages both the mind and heart.
From its beginnings to this remarkably fresh and current new edition, Myers and
DeWall's Psychology has found extraordinarily effective ways to involve students with
the remarkable research underlying our understanding of human behavior. But while
the content and learning support evolves edition after edition, the text itself continues to
be shaped by basic goals David Myers established at the outset, including to connect
students to high-impact research, to focus on developing critical thinking skills, and to
present a multicultural perspective on psychology, so students can see themselves in
the context of a wider world. This new edition offers 2100 research citations dated
2015-2020, making these the most up-to-date introductory psychology course
resources available. With so many exciting new findings, and every chapter updated
with current new examples and ideas, students will see the importance and value of
psychological research, and how psychology can help them make sense of the world
around them. The abundant, high quality teaching and learning resources in
LaunchPad and in Achieve Read & Practice, carefully matched to the text content, help
students succeed, while making life easier and more enjoyable for instructors.
Mark Costanzo and Daniel Krauss's text show students how psychological science can
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be used to reduce crime, improve legal decision making, and promote justice. Fully
integrated discussions of real cases and trials, along with other examples of the legal
system in action, show how research and theory can deepen our understanding of
suspects, criminals, police, victims, lawyers, witnesses, judges, and jurors.
Thus begins market-leading author David Myers' discussion of developmental
psychology in Unit 9 of his new Myers' Psychology for AP® Second Edition. With an
undeniable gift for writing, Dr. Myers will lead your students on a guided tour of
psychological science and poignant personal stories. Dr. Myers teaches, illuminates,
and inspires. Four years ago, we published this ground-breaking text which is
correlated directly to the AP® course. Today, we build on that innovation and proudly
introduce the 2nd AP® Edition. Whether you are new to AP® psychology or have many
years under your belt, this uniquely AP® book program can help you achieve more.
How reliable is our intuition? How much should we depend on gut-level instinct rather
than rational analysis when we play the stock market, choose a mate, hire an
employee, or assess our own abilities? In this engaging and accessible book, David G.
Myers shows us that while intuition can provide us with useful—and often
amazing—insights, it can also dangerously mislead us. Drawing on recent psychological
research, Myers discusses the powers and perils of intuition when: • judges and jurors
determine who is telling the truth; • mental health workers predict whether someone is
at risk for suicide or crime; • coaches, players, and fans decide who has the hot hand
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or the hot bat; • personnel directors hire new employees; • psychics claim to be
clairvoyant or to have premonitions; • and much more.
The author tells the story of growing up denying his homosexuality in order to earn the
love of his abusive father and how he eventually faced his sexual identity and began
sorting through years of repressed anger.
Kassin/Fein/Markus' SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, 11th Edition, brings chapter concepts to
life through a unique emphasis on current events in sports, music, entertainment,
technology, social media, business, world politics and more. Combining scholarship
with real-world illustrations, it helps you understand the field of social psychology
through engaging connections to everyday life. Integrating both classic and emerging
research, the text delivers comprehensive coverage of social cognition and applications
to law, business, and health and well-being. In addition, author Hazel Rose Markus, a
respected researcher in the study of cultural psychology, integrates culture and
diversity topics into every chapter. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Some 28 million people in America and 350 million people worldwide live with hearing loss.
How do these people and their families cope? What are their experiences of pain, humor, and
hope? What support do medicine and technology now offer them, and what is on the horizon?
In this engaging and practical book, David Myers, who has himself suffered gradual hearing
loss, explores the problems faced by the hard of hearing at home and at work and provides
information on the new technology and groundbreaking surgical procedures that are available.
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Drawing on both his own experiences and his expertise as a social psychologist, Myers
recounts how he has coped with hearing loss and how he has incorporated technological aids
into his life. The family and friends of the hard of hearing also face adjustments. Myers
addresses their situation and provides advice for them on how best to alert loved ones to a
hearing problem, persuade them to seek assistance, and encourage them to adjust to and use
hearing aids.
Do you want your students to engage with and retain psychology's key principles, and to work
toward becoming better students and better people in the process? Best-selling Exploring
Psychology offers creative ways to help make it happen. The new edition of Exploring
Psychology offers outstanding currency on the research, practice, and teaching of psychology.
Myers and DeWall inspire students with fascinating findings and applications, effective new
study tools and technologies, and a compassionate and compelling storytelling voice. Their
presentation is based on the same guiding principles that made David Myers the world's
bestselling introductory psychology author. Facilitate learning by teaching critical thinking and
helping students at every step. Present psychology as a science, emphasizing the process of
inquiry and putting facts in the service of concepts. Make sure students come away with an
appreciation of psychology's big ideas, and with a deeper respect for humanity--what drives us,
distinguishes us, unifies us.
Reflecting your students and their world. How many of the students in your Social Psychology
course are Psychology majors? Business? Sociology? Education? In the 10th edition of Social
Psychology, David Myers once again weaves an inviting and compelling narrative that speaks
to ALL of your students regardless of background or intended major. Through examples and
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applications as well as marginal quotations from across the breadth of the liberal arts and
sciences, Myers draws students into the field of social psychology. At the same time, Myers is
also in tune with the ever-changing state of social psychology research. Boasting over 650 new
citations in the 10th edition, Social Psychology is as current as it is captivating. Research
Close-Up and Inside Story features throughout the book provide deeper exposure to key
research and researchers. Marginal quotations, examples and applications throughout each
chapter, and the concluding "Applying Social Psychology" chapters all ensure that regardless
of your students' interests and future plans, Social Psychology will engage them. This 10th
edition also features the contributions of Jean Twenge, author of Generation Me and The
Narcissism Epidemic, further bolstering the direct connection to today's students.
Publisher Fact Sheet Explains in clear, simple, easy-to-understand, common sense terms the
skills readers need to get their message across in any speaking situation.
This is the access card only and does not include the textbook. LaunchPad contains resources
for you and your students; it combines an interactive e-book with high-quality multimedia
content and ready-made assessment options, including LearningCurve adaptive quizzing.
Curated pre-built units are easy to assign or adapt with your own material, such as video,
animations, simulations, readings, quizzes, discussion groups and more. LaunchPad also
provides access to a grade book that shows both class and individual student performance,
and for individual assignments as well. While a streamlined interface helps students focus on
what's due next, social commenting tools let them engage, make connections, and learn from
each other. Use LaunchPad on its own or integrate it with your school's learning management
system so your class is always on the same page.
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Why Myers? David Myers has become the world’s best-selling introductory psychology author
by serving the needs of instructors and students so well. Each Myers textbook offers an
impeccable combination of up-to-date research, well-crafted pedagogy, and effective media
and supplements. Most of all, each Myers text demonstrates why this author’s style works so
well for students, with his signature compassionate, companionable voice, and superb
judgment about how to communicate the science of psychology and its human impact. Why
Modules? This modules-based version of Myers’ best-selling, full-length text, Psychology
(breaking down that book’s 16 chapters into 59 short modules) is yet another example of the
author’s ability to understand what works in the classroom. It comes from Myers’ experiences
with students who strongly prefer textbooks divided into briefer segments instead of lengthier
chapters, and with instructors who appreciate the flexibility offered by the modular format.
Modular organization presents material in smaller segments. Students can easily read any
module in a single sitting. Self-standing modules. Instructors can assign modules in their own
preferred order. The modules make no assumptions about what students have previously read.
Illustrations and key terms are repeated as needed. This modular organization of short, standalone text units enhances teacher flexibility. Instead of assigning the entire Sensation and
Perception chapter, instructors can assign the module on vision, the module on hearing, and/or
the module on the other senses in whatever order they choose. Watch our new videos from
David Myers here, including our animation on THE TESTING EFFECT narrated by David
Myers.

Announcing a new Myers/DeWall text, created specifically for the Fall 2019 AP® course
framework! You are likely familiar with the name Dr. David G. Myers. Now, he and his
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new co-author, Nathan DeWall, bring you a book that will allow you to use College
Board's new Personal Progress Checks and Dashboard more effectively. This updated
edition includes 100% of the new course content in the new nine-unit structure. All
teacher and student resources will also be updated to correlate to the new student
edition; this includes the TE, TRFD, TB, Strive, and LaunchPad. Everything will publish
in summer 2020 such that you can use this new program for Fall 2020 classes. If you're
not familiar with Myers/DeWall texts, you are in for a treat! Drs. Myers and DeWall
share a passion for the teaching of psychological science through wit, humor, and the
telling of poignant personal stories (individually identified in the text by the use of each
author's initials [DM and ND]). Through close collaboration, these authors produce a
unified voice that will teach, illuminate, and inspire your AP® students.
Already The Bestselling AP* Psychology Author, Myers Writes His First Exclusive AP*
Psych Text Watch Dave G. Myers introduce this new text here. Watch instructor video
reviews here. David G. Myers is best known for his top-selling college psychology texts,
used successfully across North America in thousands of AP* courses. As effective as
Myers’ college texts have been for the AP* course, we believe his new text will be even
better, because Myers’ Psychology for AP* has been written especially for the AP*
course!
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